**ADAMELLO CARD**

**YOU CAN ENJOY SPECIAL PROGRAMMES**

All the guests staying for at least 3 nights in our accommodation facilities get free of charge the Adamello Card, including a great variety of activities.

**ADAMELLO KIDS CARD**

**CHILDREN’S FUNNY HOLIDAY**

The card is reserved for children from 4 to 12 years old. Amazing adventures both indoor (at the “Mini Club Mucca Adamellina”) and outdoor.

**SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS**

**June**
- June 25th and 26th FINAL RACE ITALIAN FISHING COMPETITION.

**July**
- TRAINING ITALIAN FOOTBALL TEAM U.C. SAMPDORIA in Temù.
- July 2nd and 3rd SENTIERI E MALGHE IN FIORE: Summer opening Event at Passo Tonale: flower decoration, gastronomy and local traditions.
- July 10th LA MANGIA E VAI: nice walking tour around Alta Valle Camonica, Pezzo, Case di Viso and Valle delle Mesi to taste local dishes.
- July 17th FESTA DELLO SPORT: funny team competitions in Vermiglio Laghetti di S. Leonardo.
- July 26th BRISSE e BRISOTTI: nice walking tour around Vermiglio Laghetti di S. Leonardo tasting traditional dishes with mushrooms.
- July 24th-31st - 2° SIMPOSIO DEL MARMO BIANCO in Vezza d’Oglio.
- July 30th-31st - 53° PELLEGRINAGGIO in ADAMELLO.
- ARRIVAL WOMEN’S GIRO D’ITALIA in Ponte di Legno.

**August**
- August 6th MUSIC EVENT in Vermiglio Laghetti di S. Leonardo.
- August 7th LA CASERADA and LA FESTA DEL FIENO in Vermiglio Laghetti di S. Leonardo.
- TE MUSICA: 3rd Music Festival in Temù.
- August 12th VOLTI DI SOMACORT: walking around the centre of Vermiglio to taste typical wine and food.
- August 13th-14th SAGRA DI CIMA BLES: 50th anniversary in Vione.
- August 18th PER LE VIE DEL PAES: evening tasty wine and food tour in Vezza d’Oglio.
- TEMÙ GREEN PARTY: deep in the green mountains.
- August 19th RIEVOCAZIONE STORICA: representing past history of the village.
- August 21st VERTICAL SCALACIA: non-competitive mountain running race from loc. Stavel to Rifugio Denza (Vermiglio).
- August 21st-39ª FESTA DELLA FRATELLANZA: memorial dedicated to the Italian soldiers and Kaiserschutzen of the “White War” (First World War) at Passo Paradiso (Tonale).
- CONTADOR DAY: bike meeting together with the Spanish champion Contador at Passo Gavia leaving from Ponte di legno.
- PASSI NELLA NEVE: great artists tell and represent some historical events along the trails of the First World War.
- SAGRA DEI CALSÙ: wine and food walking tour in Vione.
- August 29th-September 4th WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MTB, trial and cross country in Vermiglio.

**September**
- TRADITIONAL FAIR PONTAGNA (Temù).
- September 23rd-26th 25th ADAMELLO ULTRA TRAIL: trail along the tracks of the First World War, Alta Valle Camonica and Alta Val di Sole.

**WHERE TO STAY**

Over 90 accommodation facilities: B&B, hotels from 1 to 5 stars, residences/apartments, camp sites, houses for groups, farm holidays.

Whatever your budget, find the suitable accommodation for you: www.adamelloski.com/en/search-hotels-

**Follow us on**

@AdamelloSki

www.adamelloski.com

**CONSORZIO ADAMELLO SKI**
**PONTEDILEGNO-TONALE**

Phone 0039 0364 92066 / 903976 (Passo Tonale)
Phone 0039 0364 92097 / 92639 (Pontedilegno)

info@adamelloski.com

www.adamelloski.com

**NEW...**

**THE “MARMOTS’ VILLAGE”**

**FUNNY, PLAYFUL AND EDUCATIONAL ITINERARY FOR KIDS, AT THE ARRIVAL OF THE CHAIRLIFT VALBIOLU (PASSO TONALE)**
BIKE HOLIDAYS ON TWO WHEELS

BIKE PARK AT PASSO TONALE FOR ALL TASTES

RURAL LIFE AND MOUNTAIN FLAVOURS

GUIDED TOURS TO STABLES, ALPINE HUTS AND TEACHING FARMS

CULINARY FESTIVALS TASTING CHEESE AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

HIKING ENJOY THE CHARM OF OUR MOUNTAINS

“SENTIERO DEI FIORI” A FAMOUS “VIA FERRATA” OVERLOOKING A BREATHTAKING PANORAMA

New Cablecar Presena

IN A FEW MINUTES YOU REACH THE TOP OF 3000 m WHERE YOU CAN ENJOY A WONDERFUL VIEW ALL OVER THE ADAMELLO GLACIERS

HIKING AND TASTING LOCAL FOOD IN THE MOUNTAIN REFUGES

ADAMELLO BIKE ARENA MTB ROUTES ALL OVER 500 Km

ROADBIKE ALONG THE WORLD- FAMOUS ASCENTS OF PASSO GAVIA AND MORTIROLO

HIKING AND TASTING LOCAL FOOD IN THE MOUNTAIN REFUGES

TRADITIONAL EVENTS REPRESENTING THE OLD RURAL LIFE

OVER 40 CLIMBING ITINERARIES

NEW:

BIKE PARK AT PASSO TONALE FOR ALL TASTES

10 EXCITING TRAILS FOR FREERIDERS AND DOWNHILLERS AT PASSO TONALE AND IN PONTEDILEGNO-TEMU

ROADBIKE ALONG THE WORLD- FAMOUS ASCENTS OF PASSO GAVIA AND MORTIROLO

ADAMELLO BIKE ARENA MTB ROUTES ALL OVER 500 Km

BIKE FOR CHILDREN IN PONTEDILEGNO

18 Km CYCLING TRACK, FROM PONTEDILEGNO TO VEZZA D’OGLIO, IDEAL FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

ALONG THE SIGNS OF THE 1ST WORLD WAR

TREKKING TOURS FOLLOWING THE HISTORY MARKS (DEFENCE LINES, MILITARY VILLAGES, FORTRESSES)

“THE FLOATING PIERS” WALKING ON THE ISEO LAKE WITH CHRISTO

JUNE 2016 ISEO LAKE - A BIG AND FLUCTUATING BRIDGE WILL CONNECT ISLES AND MAINLAND FOR 16 DAYS

NEW:

BIKE PARK AT PASSO TONALE FOR ALL TASTES

10 EXCITING TRAILS FOR FREERIDERS AND DOWNHILLERS AT PASSO TONALE AND IN PONTEDILEGNO-TEMU

ROADBIKE ALONG THE WORLD- FAMOUS ASCENTS OF PASSO GAVIA AND MORTIROLO

ADAMELLO BIKE ARENA MTB ROUTES ALL OVER 500 Km

BIKE FOR CHILDREN IN PONTEDILEGNO

18 Km CYCLING TRACK, FROM PONTEDILEGNO TO VEZZA D’OGLIO, IDEAL FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY